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I .  INTRODUCTION

The impedance of the ionospheric plasma at radio frequenc ies varie s with frequenc y in a manner character istic of the
density of the plasma . There fore, a measurement of the ionospheric impedance ass function of altitude enab les the
electron density profile to be determined . When the electron collision frequency ~ much smaller t han the gyro-frequency,
then the resonances and nulls associated with the frequen cy depe ndence of impedance show up clear ly, and the deter-
na nation of elect ron density becomes relatively simp le.

lonogra ins taken during the flight of an ionospheric impedance probe showed intense T.I .D. (travelling ionospheric
disturbance ) activity; the impedance probe measured electron density distur bances associated with t his activity.

In the next section the principles of operation , and the construc t ion of the impedance probe are discussed . Data
obtained from the probe on Cockatoo 4008, fired at Woo mera at 14.0 1 hours C.S.T., on IS August , 1975 ,are presented
in Section 3. In Section 4, the lono grans obtained during the rocket trial are described, with particular attention paid
to the travelling ionospheric disturbances. Fina lly, the influence of t his T.I .D. activity on the observed electron density
profile is discussed.

2. DESIGN OF THE PLASMA RESONANCE PROBE

Use of the radio frequency dependence of plasma impedance as a technique to measure the ionosp heric electron
density profile has been made in several ways (see, for exa mple; references I , 2 and 3). A var iety of methods for
doing this have been designed. The most satisfactory appears to be that adopted in reference 4. The payLoad, an
i f .  tra nsmitter and receiver , has been designed so that the t ransmitting element lies betwee n the receiver and the rocket
body earth. l’his ensures that the detected field lines extend beyond the plasma sheath surrounding the rocket into
the ambient ionosphere. The receiver -detector circuit was designed to be in the form of a balanced brid ge, with the
transm itter forming the input to the bri dge . By balancing the brid ge during assembly of the payload , small departures
from the balanced condition could easily be detected , thereby giving great sensitivity. Furthermore , the configuration
was designed so the elements are squat (i.e. not long narrow cylinders ), thereby approximating spheres , for which the
equations describing the impedance are simplest.

In an earlier p.per(ref .5), we presented data from an experiment we condu cted based on the desig n concepts of
Melzner and Rabben (ref .4). As exp lained in our paper , we detected spurious resonances , which we attributed to the
plasma sheath. In order to elim inate these resonances we redesigned the payload so that the whole of the nose cone
const ituted the detection element (receiver ), the para llel section was the guard ring (transmitter ), and the second stage
of the rocket made the earth. Figure 1 shows the mechanical confi guration of the paylo ad. Although the principles
of operat ion of the plasma probe are as in the previ ous report , we have reproduced a diag ram of it in figure 2 for
convenience.

In addition to these phys ical changes , we also made modifications to the electronics. The swe pt frequen cy generator ,
shown in figure 3, was redesig ned using the sine wave generator XR 205 in place of beat oscillators. The out put voltage

of the frequency generator was reduced to 0.3 V p-p. This was to mini mise disturbance to the ambient electron density
by the r.f. field. Also, a phase sensitive detector (P.S.D.) was added so that phase as well as amplitud e of the detected
signal was recor ded. This made interpretation of the data easier, as the phase goes through zero at the plasma resonance.

The circui t diagram for the P.S.D. Is shown in f igure 4. The phase sensitive detector comp ares the phase difference
between the outputs of the receiver and sweep frequency generator. Two F.M. limiting amplifiers XI and X2 are use
to limit the inputs to the P.S.D. (X4 ) to a co natant amplitude of 1.5 V for a receiver out put voltag e range of 50 mV to
3.5 V . The output from amplifier XJ is fed directly into the te lemetry. A + 9~° phase difference voltage at TN3 and
TN4 produces an out put voltage from X3 of +5 V , falling to +2 V when the input voltages are -90° out of phase .
The circuit diagram of the differential amplifier was unchanged from that shown in reference 5 , so it it not shown here.
It dete cted the voltage difference across the bridge, as shown in figure 2(a).

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The following data were telemetered to ground:
(I) The high and low pin differential amplifier outp ut s
(2) The phase sensitive detector output
(3) The sweep frequency voltage ramp
(4) The sO V and+S V references

The data were time multiplexed, modulating an A.M./F.M. 465 MHz te lemetry sender with 24 channels. The amplitude
and phase data were each allocated several channe ls In order to obtain maximum detail of the resonances, whereas sufficient
information on th. voltage ramp and reference voltages was obtained by using only one channel for each.

— — — - _ _ _ _ _
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Iigurc S gives portions of the te lemetcred data , showing the low gain amp lifier , phase sensitive detector , voltage ramp .
and reference voltages.

ii is seen that below 100 km there is very little var iation in the detector outpu t with frequency. This is because at
these altitudes the electron collision frequen cy was high , and this dampe d out response of the plasma to the r.f. signal.
However, above 100 km this effect of the electron collisions decreased rapidly and the r.f. dependence of the plasma
impedance showed up clearly. There is a small systematic difference between multip lex channels on the low gain
amplifier output. This is thought to be due to r.f. interference. Despite considerable care in the design of electroni c
packaging to prevent unwa nted r.f. pickup, it proved imposs ible to eliminate it altogether. However , since the difference
in sigal between channe ls remained constant in time , it was possible to correct for it.

In the analysis of the data to obtain the electron density profile , we attempted to fit the observed variation of impe-
dance w ith fre quency to cold plasma theory (which proved to be difficult , as exp lained below). This meth od gives
absolute electron density. We also obtained the small scale va riation in electron density with altitude by measur ing two
limiting parameters in the impedance curves - the high frequency limit to the differe nt iai amplifIer output , and the
frequency at which the phase indicated by the phase sensitive detector went through zero.

Reference 6 gives a comparison of various theoretica l exp ress ions for the r.f. impedance of a plasma and discusses
possible payload confIgurations. The capacitor consisting of the rocket body and nose cone as plates and ionosp heric
plasma as medium (P in figure 2(a)), has an impedance which depends on the physical confi guration. Howeve r , by
considering the potential distribution aroun d a point charge immersed in an anisotropic plasma , it is shown in reference 7
that the general express ion for the frequency dependence of the (complex ) capacitance is

C 
= 

I ~(X/ U) .(Y/U)2 / + 
(X/U) (Y/U)2 G

o 1 - (Y/U)2 I -(X/U) - (YIU)2

where C0 
= capacitance in the absence of ionospheric plasma

= 

~ N ’°2

Y = (f
8ff)

U = I - i s ~f 2xf
C capacitance, in the ionosp here , at a frequency f

ionospheric plasma frequen cy ( IIlFNe2f2Imc )

electron cyclot ron frequency ( eR/rn)

N electron density
v electron collision frequen cy,

and the other symbols have their conventional meanings .
G is a parameter , of the order of unity, which depends both on the geometrical conf iguratio n, and on the angle between

the axis of the capacitor and the earth ’s magnetic field. For example, for an infinite cylinder G sin2O.
The expression, equation I, applies to a cold anisotropic plains. However, as is shown in reference 6, it is also valid

fat electron temp eratures less than 3000°K, which is applicable to the lowe r ionosphere, li the second term under the
square root sign Is much less than unity, which is is expected in the region near the upper hybrid resonance frequen cy,
the root may be expanded in a Taylor ’s series. Retaining terms to first order of small quantit ies gives the expression:

C (X/ U)(I - (Y/U)3 G/2) (2)C0 (
~ (~f/$J)

5)

This equation is the one commonly quoted for a parallel plate capacitor(ref.8), and an inf in ite cy li nder(ref .9). It has
the benefit of being easily manipulated to give the unknown quant it ies in lena of measured variables. However, since
ow sweep Frequency pauses through the upper hybrid resonance , we have used equat Ion I.

—
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( sing equation I b r  the frequency dependence ot the plas ma impedance, we have .a!culated values for the amplitude
and phase of the output voltage across the bridge b r  d ifTer ent values of electron density and collision frequency. These
calculations required t h e  values of impedance for the circuit elements , and of t he physical capacitance between , for
e~ainple . t he nose cone and rocket body. Iii sonic case s it was difficult to measure impedance with the payload
completely assembled , and it was necessary to estimate a correction to t he measured value. Anot her cause of error
was t he pa ra meter C. w hich was not totall y independcn~ of 0. l-lowevcr , it was found that the output curves were
insensitive to variat ions of circuit impedance and of C, w ithin their cx ix ’ctcd uncertaint ies.

When we were curve fitting the data , we found t hat the required value of electron collision frequency was severa l
time s greater tha n expected. The has been noted before (see , for examp le, re ference 10), and is due to t he varying
electron density across t he plasma sheath surrounding the vehicle. We also found that , to get prof iles which agreed
wit h the data , we had to use a value for the physica l capacitance (C0) between detector and body, much larger than

t he measured value. The reason for t his is not clear . Because of the design of the experiment , it is unlikely to be
caused by parallel and shunt capaatative effects of the sheath.

Figure 6 shows an examp le of calculated values for the output of the plasma probe. Comparing with the data on
fIgure 5 shows that only fair agreement was obtained wit h the observations. The fact that we were unable to find
values for f~ and v which ~ive good agreement between t he calculations arid observations is likely to stem from the
simplifIed manner in which we have modelled the circuit elements comprising the bridge. It is unfortunate that such
an appr oach was not entirely sa t isfactory, since it would be extremely difficult to estimate parameters in a more detailed
circuit eva luation. However , as mentioned earlier , variations in electron density can be determined by two methods:

(a) The asymptot ic value of voltage at high frequencies. For ri. much greater t han the gyro- and plasma
Irequencies , the plasma capacitance varies with ekctron number density as C/C = 1-X. As seen in figure 7,

which plots t his data for the upleg, t his method gave good detai l on structure.

(h) Zero crosslil g of phase. The frequency at which phase goes through zero, should be an indication of
number density, indepe ndent of the rocket altitude. Figure 8 plot s the upleg data obtained by this method.

ihe validity of t hese methods , w hich have the disadvantage of only giving relative instead of absolute values for
electron densit~,. was confirmed by running the computer prog ram for several values of plasma frequency. A further
indication tha t the two methods are measuring the same thing is that the measured profiles are very similar

Figure 9 plots thc dcr vcd electron density as a function of attitude. The small scale variations in electron density
were obtained as discussed above, and these were added to the gross profile determined from scaling the inograms.
It is seen t hat the upaiid downleg profiles are similar in shape, but shifted in altitude.

4. COMPARISON WITH IONOGRAMS

l igure lO givestracings from ionogrants taken over a period of half an hour either side of the firing. Unfortunately
t he ionogra n~ were low in contrast ,so they could not be reproduced here. Only the ordinary ray tra ces have been
shown , to make the figure clearer. For the same reason, alternate ionograta are drawn with a thicker line.

It is seen tha t , over t he period covered by the ionograms, a travelling ionospheric disturbance (T.l.D.) had progressed
down from the middle of the Fl region to the E region. These perturbations in electron density are attributed to
interna l ~ avlty waves, which have t he property of downward phase progression as they move upward. They are thought
to be mainly produced either by magnet ic storm activity, particularly in the auroral regions from where they move
poleward , or by weather systems such as fronts.

The small scale structure of electron density measured by the plasma probe is consistent wit h the T.l.D. activity shown
on the ionogram. The vertical and horizontal wave number of internal gravity waves (k , k )  are related to their angular
frequency (w) by the expression(ref.l I):

(w 2 - w  2 ) w 2 /C2 -w 2 (k 2 
~ k 2 ) + w  2 k 2 = 0 (3)

a x z g x

where C’ is the acoustic velocity, and W and W are the acoustic cut-off and Brunt-Vaisala frequencies respectively.

Using values of these three parameters typical of the E region, k = 4 x I 0 ’ rn ’t (from the rocket data) and a period
of one hour (froni the liD’s on the ionograms) gives a horizontal wavelength of ISO km.

I
~. 
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An alternative way to estimate a limit to horizontal wavelength is from the vertical displacement of the profiles on the
up and downlegs. Since the times of the up and downleg parts of the trajectory differ by only about 2 miii , which is a

small f raction of the period of the wave , t he wave will not have travelled far during this time , and displacement of the up
and downlcg profiles is mainly due to change in the horizontal phase. The greatest change will occur when the ground
pat h ~f the rocket coincides with the direction of propagation of the wave. This gives an upper lir t to the horizontal
wavelengt h, w hich we will now calculate. At 120 km altitude the vertical displacement between up and downleg
probiles is about S kin. i.e. a third of a wavelength. The horizontal separation of the up and downiegs at this altitude
is 25 km. which gives a horizontal wavelength of 75 km. This is rather less than the other estimate, however a mean
value of 100 km. with a corresponding period of 35 mm , stil l lies within the uncertainty of both methods . Internal
gravity waves wit h these cha racteristica arc expected at these altitudes as they have long enough vertical wavelength not
to be dissipated , neither are t hey reflected to ground by t he temperature structure at the mesosphere.

The approximate agreement between the horizontal wavelength determined by the two methods , the second of which
gives an upper limit , indicates that t he direction of propagation of the wave must lie approximately along the rocket ’s
ground t rajectory. Since t he downleg profile was lower than the upleg, and since the phase of interna l gravity waves
descends wi t h upward propagation, t his suggests that the wave had come from the South East. As we have an indication
of the direction ho rn  which the waves came, and since the T.l.D.’s were so strong, we had hoped to be able to identify
a source of them. h owever , there had not been any strong magnetic storms for several days prior fo firing, and the
weather patterns showed no strong frontal act ivity.

5. DISCUSSION

Although the impedance probe functioned satisfactorily, problems were experienced in fitting the observed variation
in detect or output wit h calculations using the theory for a co ld anisotropic plasma. The values for effective electron
collision frequency, and detector capacitance, required to give a fit to the data were g reater than exp ected. The fo rmer
was attributed to t he effect of the plasma sheath surrounding the vehicle; no reason could be given for the latter.

The voltage limit at high frequency, and frequency at which phase went through zero , gave consistent profiles for the
small scale variation of electron density. They gave a vertical wavelength of 15 km. Using the dispersion equation for
interval gravity waves, and a period of 35 mm (the period of T.l .D. activity observe d on the ionograms) gave a hor izontal
wavelengt h of I 00 km. This is compatible with the shif t in altitude between the upleg and downleg electron density
profiles.

The deduced scale of rhe internal gravity waves which produced the T.l.D.’s on t he ionog rams lies within the exp ected
range. Unfortunatel y, t here was no strong magnetic storm or weather activity previously which could be ascribed as
t heir source , which as shown to lie to the South East .
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Figure 3
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Figure h
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Figures 7 & 8
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